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CMS East Athletic Field Renovation FAQ 
 
What are CISD’s plans for the CMS East Athletic Field? 
In the summer of 2017, CISD improved the field with new artificial turf, added new goal posts and 
resurfaced the track. In addition, the former chain link fence was replaced with an 8-foot ornamental 
fence encircling the track and field. The second phase of this project includes a parking lot extension 
between CMS East and Mockingbird Elementary; the addition of bleachers, and construction of a press 
box with a speaker system and a concession/restroom facility; and adding field lighting similar to CMS 
North. 
 
Why is CISD doing this?   
The 2016 Coppell ISD Bond Referendum passed by voters includes several renovation projects at Coppell 
Middle School East, including additional classroom space, improvements to fine arts, new science labs, a 
new gym and renovation of the athletic field. CISD believes these improvements to the CMS East athletic 
field create a better experience for our students and enables the field to be equitable with the fields at 
CMS North and the new CMS West, as well as complete projects that voters approved in the 2016 CISD 
Bond Referendum. There have not been any significant changes to the building or the athletic facilities 
since it was built more than 30 years ago, aside from the addition of the tennis courts and track.  
 
Is there a drawing available of the proposed plan?  
Yes.  The CMS East Athletic Field Site Plan is available at https://www.coppellisd.com/Domain/3213.  
 
Why did CISD making a zoning request with the City? 
CISD asked the City of Coppell Planning & Zoning Commission to change the zoning of CMS East from SF-
12 (Single Family-12) to PD-292-SD-12 (Planned Development 292-SF-12) to allow for the construction of 
a concession and restroom facility, bleachers, press box, parking and the addition of lighting for the 
existing athletic field. CISD announced Jan. 19, 2018, that the City of Coppell P&Z Commission approved 
the district’s CMSE Athletic Field zoning request.  
 
When will the field be used at night by CISD? 
CISD will not use the lights or speaker system past 9 p.m. on weeknights and Saturdays. CISD announced 
Jan. 18, 2018 that the district was no longer pursuing an interlocal agreement with the City of Coppell. 
Therefore, there will be no use of the field by the City of any other groups not affiliated with CMS East, 
Mockingbird Elementary or CISD.  
 
How many people are the bleachers designed to hold? 
The bleachers are designed for seating for about 300.  
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How and when will the field be used by the City of Coppell? 
CISD announced Jan. 18, 2018 that the district was no longer pursuing an interlocal agreement with 
the City of Coppell. Therefore, there will be no use of the field by the City of any other groups not 
affiliated with CMS East, Mockingbird Elementary or CISD. 
 
What kind of noise can we expect from the CMS East Athletic Field?  
The planned press box speaker system for this facility will be placed on the east side of the field. The 
speakers will face west, away from the existing homes. The press box and sound system will only have 
sound up to 50 decibels at the property line, which is conversation level.  
 
What will the lighting look like? 
CISD plans to add four light poles (two on each side of the field) that are 70-feet tall.  The proposed LED 
type fixtures are designed so that there will not be spillover lighting into the abutting homes, to be 
compliant with the City of Coppell’s Glare and Lighting Standards of the Zoning Ordinance. The 
Photometric Study indicates these lights are in compliance with the city ordinance.  
 
Why do we need the new parking lot? 
Parking historically has been an issue at CMS East and Mockingbird Elementary. CISD plans to expand 
the existing parking between CMS East and Mockingbird Elementary.  
 
What is the timeline/next steps for this project? 
CISD’s zoning change request now will go to the Coppell City Council for final approval, which will be on 
the agenda at its Feb. 13 meeting. CISD expects construction on the project to begin in March or April 
and be complete when school starts in August 2018. Construction of the concession/bathroom facility 
will occur when CMS East building renovations begin likely in 2019.  
 
Where can I go for more information and/or to express my concerns? 
Construction updates on the CMS East Athletic Field and other 2016 Bond Projects information can be 
found on the CISD Bond Oversight Committee website www.coppellisd.com/Domain/3213.  Questions 
and concerns also input@coppellisd.com or via phone to 214-496-6000.   
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